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Ofﬁciating guests applying a chop at the opening ceremony of the International Convention
and Expo Summit
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Director’s Message

Message from

Director of School

T

he ﬁrst half of the SHTM’s 30th anniversary was an exciting time in which we
displayed our existing strengths and entered new territory. An example of both
these accomplishments is featured in our cover story this issue – the International
Convention and Expo Summit 2009. In its third iteration but planned, organised
and managed by SHTM students this year, the Summit showcased both the talent
developing at the School and prospects of the MICE sector in the region.
Our coverage of events in Hong Kong also includes the Second International
Conference on the Impact of Movies and Television on Tourism, which built
on the emotional connection that audiences make with destinations, and the
29th International Symposium on Forecasting, chaired by the SHTM’s Associate
Director, Professor Haiyan Song, and held in Asia for the ﬁrst time.
Turning to events in mainland China, we report on the Third International
Forum on China Hotel Brand Development in Nanjing, which attracted over
500 participants from around the world. Also covered is the Sixth China Tourism
Forum held in Chengdu, which was moved from its originally scheduled date to
commemorate the devastating Sichuan earthquake and the subsequent recovery
efforts.
Of course, the School could not be successful in any of its activities or educational
initiatives without the aid and advice of practising experts, and in April we had
the privilege of hosting our many industry supporters at our annual Industry
Appreciation Dinner. We take the opportunity to thank them again in this issue.
I would also like to mention an important visit I made in July to Kaiping, which
houses the only UNESCO Cultural Heritage listed site in Guangdong, to assess
its potential for tourism-led development. This issue includes my reﬂections on
the importance of the area and of social responsibility within the hospitality and
tourism industry.
Never satisﬁed with past achievements, the SHTM is always looking to the future.
As we report here, the construction of our Teaching Hotel is nearing completion
and we are preparing for its opening in September 2010. The best, we believe, is
yet to come.

Professor Kaye Chon
Chair Professor and Director
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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International Convention and Expo Summit 2009

Students Excel in Running
MICE Summit

T

he SHTM reached a milestone with the student
organised and run International Convention and
Expo Summit 2009, held from 18 to 20 May at the
InterContinental Grand Stanford in Tsim Sha Tsui East.
Jointly hosted by the School and the William F. Harrah
College of Hotel Administration at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Singapore Campus, the
Summit attracted over 150 researchers, practitioners and
representatives of industry associations to discuss the
growing signiﬁcance of meetings, incentives, conferences
and exhibitions (MICE) in Asia.
Thirty SHTM students planned, organised, managed and
evaluated the Summit over two semesters. Enrolled in two
capstone MICE subjects, the students excelled at their task.
Mr Shannon Sweeney, editor of CEI, the leading MICE
sector magazine, commented that the Summit was “as solid
as anything organised by a private company”.

Ms Chloe Lau, the Instructor who guided the students
through the process, was impressed by their “active
involvement and eagerness to learn and participate”. Gloria
Chan, student project chief, recalled that the task “put us
to one practical test after another on what we had learned
in previous courses”, but noted the very positive feedback
from delegates.
With a theme of ‘Connecting Asia Today’ the Summit
was opened by Mr James Tien, Chairman of the Hong
Kong Tourism Board, Mr Vincent Fung, Assistant
Commissioner for Tourism, and the two Co-Chairmen, Dr
Andy Nazarechuk, Dean of the William F. Harrah College
of Hotel Administration, UNLV Singapore Campus, and
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Director.
The panel and concurrent sessions covered a range of MICE
themes, and an industry session allowed leading players to
share current information about the MICE sector in Hong
Kong.
As a result of student negotiations with sponsors, site
visits took delegates to AsiaWorld Expo, the Hong Kong
SkyCity Marriott Hotel and the Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre, crowned by the Summit Dinner
at the Hong Kong Disneyland Hotel. Dr David Jones,
SHTM Undergraduate Programme Director, commended
the students for learning how to “put value in front of”
sponsors to achieve outstanding results.

Associate Professor David Jones speaking at the panel discussion on
connecting Asia, with (from left) Ms Jane Vong Holmes, Regional Director
Asia Paciﬁc, International Congress and Convention Association; Mr Cliff
Wallace, Managing Director, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition
Centre Management Ltd.; and Mr James Lu, Executive Director, Hong
Kong Hotels Association

The SHTM thanks the students for a job very well done,
and looks forward to watching their career paths in the
future.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Second International Conference on the Impact of Movies and Television on Tourism

On Location and Destination
R

ecognising that one of the most common ways of
‘experiencing’ a tourism destination is through ﬁlm and
television, in 2006 the SHTM launched the International
Conference on the Impact of Movies and Television on
Tourism. Hosted for the second time over three days in May
this year, the conference drew participants from around the
world to the InterContinental Grand Stanford, all with an
eye on the emotional connections that audiences establish
with destinations they have not yet visited.
Commenting after the Conference, Co-Chair and SHTM
Honorary Professor Amy Chan noted that “it provided a
rare opportunity for academics and ﬁlming and tourism
industry representatives to meet and exchange ideas”. She
also expressed hope that “after this conference, the needs of
the tourism industry, especially destinations, will be heard
and understood clearly by the ﬁlming industry”.

Honorary Professor Amy Chan (right) and panel members discuss the
creative and tourism industries

Speaking at the opening ceremony, Mr Michael Nisky,
General Manager of the JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong
and Chairman of the SHTM’s Advisory Committee, noted
that “movies and television series have induced a new
trend of tourism and created new opportunities for various
destinations”. Indeed, few people would be unaware of the
impact on Hong Kong of the Rush Hour movies series,
starring Conference Title Sponsor and SHTM Honorary
Professor Jackie Chan.

Professor Kaye Chon (left) after the opening ceremony with Mr Alex Law,
Ms Mabel Cheung, Mr Cheung Tung Jo, Mr Kwan Wai Pang (Teddy
Robin), Ms Maisie Cheung, Miss Margaret Fong, Mr Michael Nisky, Mr
Ronnie Ho, Mrs Gianna Hsu and Professor Amy Chan

Included amongst the guests at the opening ceremony
were Miss Margaret Fong, Commissioner for Tourism,
Ms Maisie Cheng, Commissioner for Television and
Entertainment Licensing, ﬁlm directors Mr Cheung Tung
Jo, Mr Kwan Wai Pang (Teddy Robin), Mr Alex Law and
Ms Mabel Cheung, Miss Cynthia Leung, General Manager,
Corporate Affairs of the Hong Kong Tourism Board, and
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Director.
During the three days, plenary sessions featured the links
between the creative and tourism industries, how ﬁlm
locations can maximise a destination’s appeal and how
ﬁlm and television affect tourism destination marketing. A
series of paper sessions covered the impact of movies and
television on tourism around the world, movie-induced
tourism and the links between the movie industry and
tourism destinations.
Commenting on this comprehensive scope, Mr Ronnie
Ho, Chairman of Hong Kong’s Travel Industry Council,
said that all participants would “take home new ideas for
further collaboration and more innovative marketing”.
Where else could such a profound
result be generated but in
the Hollywood of the
East?

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Third International Forum on China Hotel Brand Development

A

ware of the need to facilitate the hotel industry’s development in mainland China by drawing
together academics, practitioners, government ofﬁcials and other players, for the last three years
the SHTM has organised the International Forum on China Hotel Brand Development. Co-hosted
on 27 and 28 April this year by PolyU and the Jiangsu Provincial Tourism Administration, and coorganised by the SHTM, Jinling Hotels and Resorts, and the Nanjing Municipal Tourism Bureau,
the Forum was staged at the Jinling Convention Centre in Nanjing.
For the third year in succession the Forum received generous sponsorship from the K. Wah Group
and the China Tourist Hotels Association.
Attracting 500 participants from around the world,
the event focused discussion on the development and
management of hotel branding in the world’s most rapidlydeveloping market. Forum Co-Chair, the SHTM’s Dr Qu
Xiao, was particularly pleased that the Forum drew together
“both domestic and international hotel brands, all of which
sent their executives”, as well as owner representatives,
consulting ﬁrms and even law ﬁrms.
Speaking at the opening
ceremony, Dr Lui Che-woo,
Chairman of the K. Wah
Group, praised PolyU and the
SHTM for their outstanding
achievements in hospitality and
tourism education. Dr Lui Sunwing, PolyU’s Vice President
(Partnership
Development),
drew out the overall signiﬁcance of the university’s links with industry in
his opening address and noted just how crucial branding was in the global economy.
During the keynote sessions, Professor Dai Bin, Vice President of the
China Tourism Academy, discussed the evolution of hotel branding from
a Chinese perspective. Ms Lily Ng, Senior Vice President of Jones Lang
LaSalle Hotels, highlighted hotel development trends in China. Mr Andrew
Hirst, the Asia Operations Director of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group, talked about his Group’s development strategy in the country.
Panel discussions covered the
development strategies of other
leading international and domestic hotel brands in China,
perspectives on brand investment, the development of
different types of hotel brands and the development of
industry leaders. A round table for current leaders was also
held.
The event’s co-organisers are exploring options to continue
their successful relationship next year with the staging of
the fourth International Forum on China Hotel Brand
Development.
HORIZONS

Sixth China Tourism Forum
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Professor Kaye Chon speaking
at the opening ceremony with
(seated left to right) Mrs Phornsiri
Manoharn, PATA Chairperson; Ms
Yanrong Huang, Vice Governor,
Sichuan Province; Ms Yili Du,
Vice-Director, China National
Tourism Administration; Mr
Jing Xu, UNWTO Regional
Representative; Mr Wenxue Wu,
Director, Department of Planning
and Finance, National Tourism
Administration; and Mr Gu Zhang,
STA Director

Moving Forward
A

fter disaster must come renewal.
With that maxim in mind and
following the reconstruction efforts
in Sichuan province, the Sixth China
Tourism Forum was held on 12 and
13 May at the Sichuan Jinjiang Hotel
in Chengdu to commemorate the ﬁrst
anniversary of the devastating Sichuan
earthquake.
With a ﬁtting theme of shaping the
future of tourism, the Forum was
co-organised by the United Nations
World
Tourism
Organisation
(UNWTO), PolyU and the Sichuan
Tourism Administration (STA), and
co-hosted by the SHTM and the
Sichuan Research Institute of Tourism
Planning and Design.
The Forum provided a platform
on which tourism policy makers,
industry experts, academics and
postgraduate students could discuss
the development of tourism in China,
examine the need for human resources
and share insights into post-crisis
tourism recovery management.
In his opening address, Mr Jing Xu,
Regional Representative for Asia and
the Paciﬁc at UNWTO and Forum
Co-Chair, praised the SHTM for

– work together” to build a “stronger
regional brand”. Mr Gu Zhang, STA
Director, spoke about the promotion
of “tourism routes” in Sichuan to help
maximise the advantages of major
tourism resources.

Mr Jing Xu

establishing the annual Forum and
for bringing this year’s event forward
from the originally scheduled dates
to mark Sichuan’s tourism recovery
efforts.
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Director
and Forum Co-Chair, reinforced Mr
Xu’s observation by noting that soon
after the earthquake, experts from the
SHTM visited devastated areas and
offered advice on the tourism recovery
efforts spearheaded by the China
National Tourism Administration
and the STA.
The keynote sessions featured speakers
from the tourism industry, educational
institutions and international hotels.
In the ﬁrst session, Mrs Phornsiri
Manoharn, Chairperson of the Paciﬁc
Asia Travel Association, urged the
industry to “halt the fragmentation

During the second keynote session,
Professor Walter Jamieson of the
College of Innovation at Thammasat
University in Thailand stressed the
“growing evidence that tourism
development can reduce poverty and
increase livelihoods where pro-poor
strategies are put into place” and
called for a paradigm shift in policy
making and development focus.

Associate Professor David Jones (left) and panel
members discussing crisis recovery, marketing
and destination management

Panel discussions over the two days
covered tourism research in China,
crisis recovery, destination marketing
and destination management, and
tourism education in China.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Symposium
Looks to Future

W

hen over 200 forecasters gathered in Hong Kong
from 21 to 24 June they were not thinking a great
deal about the current ﬁnancial turmoil. Rather, they were
looking to the future as part of the 29th International
Symposium on Forecasting. Attracting participants
from more than 40 countries and regions, the event was
organised by the International Institute of Forecasters (IIF)
and the SHTM.

Witt gave the ﬁrst keynote address on the application of
time-varying parameter structural time series models to
tourist demand. He noted that the accurate forecasting
of changes in demand requires consideration of seasonal
patterns and the effects of other inﬂuencing factors, and
presented a model used to “forecast quarterly demand
for Hong Kong tourism by tourists from four key source
markets”.

Held at the Sheraton Hotel in Tsim Sha Tsui, with
Sunday workshops conducted on the PolyU campus, the
Symposium covered forecasting topics ranging from time
series models to macro- and micro-economic applications.

Professor Lindsay Turner from Victoria University in
Australia gave a featured speech on forecasting regional
international tourist arrivals, noting that “different regions
within countries now compete to gain larger shares of the
international trade in tourism”.

Commenting before the event,
IIF President Antonio GarciaFerrer noted that it would be
the ﬁrst time the Symposium
had been held in Asia, and it
“aimed to involve as many
participants as possible from
the region”.
Symposium
Chairman,
the
SHTM’s
Professor Haiyan Song, said
that the event would “provide
a platform for top forecasters
to share their latest research on
service sector forecasting”.
With a theme tied to the service sector, the
Symposium was conducive to discussions of the
tourism industry. The SHTM’s Professor Stephen
HORIZONS

With a full-day workshop on the PolyU campus discussing
seasonality issues in tourism forecasting and six sessions at
the Sheraton Hotel covering travel and tourism forecasting,
the Symposium offered both local and international
researchers new insights into estimating future tourism
demand.
Reﬂecting on their involvement in
the event, Professor Song remarked
that leading tourism forecasters had
the chance to present research output
“with a view to enhancing tourism
forecasting accuracy for policy and
business decision making”. The future
should always be met with care.

Industry Appreciation Dinner

T
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Giving Thanks
to Our Supporters

he Mira Hong Kong hosted the SHTM’s Industry
Appreciation Dinner in April this year, with academic
staff members and student representatives honouring the
crucial role of the School’s industry supporters. From the
20 members of the SHTM’s Advisory Committee to ﬁrms
that offer student internships and leading professionals
who act as professors for a day, the School is reliant on a
broad cross-section of industry support to remain at the
cutting edge of hospitality and tourism education.
Master of Ceremonies, ﬁnal year Hotel Management
student Ms Ada Ng, began the formalities by thanking the
School’s industry partners for taking time out of their busy
schedules to attend the dinner.
PolyU President, Professor Timothy Tong, offered
particular praise in his welcome address for the members
of the Advisory Committee and their “steadfast support,
generous advice and constant guidance”. “It is”, he
said, “most encouraging to witness such a remarkable
commitment in education partnership”.
Introducing student representatives as the dinner
progressed, Ms Ng remarked that all students had
“remembered by heart” PolyU’s motto “to learn and to
apply”. Exchange programme students, who had certainly
applied their learning abroad, were represented by Mr
Dickson Cheng, Ms Lyda Chan, Ms Ami Lo and Ms
Marjorie Sin. After a semester at Cornell University in
the United States, Mr Cheng was pleased to note that
SHTM students were well and truly on par with their
US counterparts.

Speaking of their placement experiences were Ms Gloria
Chan, Mr Rex Law, Ms Mina Tang and Ms Bonnie
Wong. Recalling her internship at the Grand Hyatt Hong
Kong, Ms Wong paid the hotel the ultimate compliment
by exclaiming that “the company really made me love
working!”
The SHTM’s postgraduates were represented by Mr Chris
Wong and Ms Janice Liu, both MSc students, and Ms Soyon
Paek, a student in the world-ﬁrst DHTM programme. Mr
Wong praised the level of student participation expected in
class as “helping us to pursue the next level of thinking”.
With these student representatives soon to begin or continue
careers in their chosen ﬁelds, the SHTM’s supporters have
already made a substantial contribution to nurturing a
new generation of industry leaders. For that, they have the
School’s enduring thanks.

Professor Kaye Chon (left), PolyU President, Professor
Timothy Tong (middle), and members of the SHTM
Advisory Committee

(left to right) Mr William
Mackay, Professor Tong,
Mr Robert Burns,
Professor Chon

SHTM studens sharing
placement experiences

Professor Tong addressing guests
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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An Opportunity in Kaiping
As part of its 30th anniversary celebrations, the SHTM
has established a social-responsibility programme of
cooperation with industry partners entitled “Community
Development through Tourism and Hospitality”.
Recently I made a visit with Dr Tony Tse, the SHTM’s
Assistant Professor and Programme Director (Industry
Partnerships), to Kaiping – a small community in
Guangdong located between Guangzhou and Zhuhai
– to assess its need for tourism development.

Professor Kaye Chon (middle) ﬂanked by Dr Tony Tse (left) and
Mr Kuang Jikang, Chief Director, Tourism Bureau of Kaiping
City (right)

We picked Kaiping for this project for several reasons. Most obviously, the community is located in the Pearl
River Delta, which is in Hong Kong’s neighbourhood. It is also unique in that the area is famous for its
‘diaolous’, which are unusual 3 to 5 storey houses built in the early part of the twentieth century. There is a sad
origin to these houses. In the 1920s, many people from Kaiping were sent to Canada or the United States as
labourers in railroad construction and the mining industry.
Spouses and families could not travel with the labourers, so many of the
married men had to leave their wives and children behind. The houses were
built to protect the families from bandits – a large part of the labourers’
hard-earned income was sent back home to build the reinforced concrete
diaolous so that their families could live in a protected, safe environment.
Since 2007, the Kaiping diaolou clusters have been ﬁttingly included on
the World Cultural Heritage List of the United Nations Educational,
Scientiﬁc and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). During our visit to the
area, we met with Kaiping City Tourism Bureau ofﬁcials to discuss various forms of tourism industry training
that the SHTM could offer the community. One of the projects discussed would involve retraining local
farmers who may want to start small businesses in tourism and hospitality.
The School believes that everyone involved in the tourism industry can contribute to the well-being of the
destinations in which they operate to ensure success and sustainability. With this in mind, the SHTM wants to
contribute to the cause by offering courses to the villagers in Kaiping on a complimentary basis.
I look forward to giving you an update on this project in due course.
Kaye Chon
Posted at 11:30 AM 28 July 2009
HORIZONS

Feature Story

Portrait of an
Industry Leader
L

ooking over Jeremy Xu’s hospitality career in mainland
China and Hong Kong, humility is its greatest
feature. When asked about his reaction to receiving the
Outstanding Alumni Award 2008, Jeremy expressed pride
in his achievement but said that being humble was “the
ﬁrst thing we should learn in this world”.

A graduate of the SHTM’s MSc programme in Hangzhou,
Jeremy raised the Best Western Premier Hotel in Xiamen
to ﬁrst in the province for four consecutive years in terms
of proﬁtability and tax contributions before joining the
Metropark Hotel Kowloon as General Manager. The hotel
doubled its proﬁts in a year and in 2007 he was appointed
Chairman of the CTS HK Metropark Hotel Management
Company, Vice President of the China National Travel
Service (HK) Group Corporation and Executive Director of
the China Travel International Investment HK Limited.

Although it might not seem necessary for an executive
with Jeremy’s track record to divert attention from his
achievements, he credited the SHTM with teaching
him how to think critically and ask questions effectively.
His academic results, he said, were recognition from his
teachers for the “challenging questions and discussions” he
put forward when completing assignments and tests.
Setting and meeting challenges seems to come naturally to
Jeremy. In Xiamen he developed “a management system
for hotels which emphasises the parallel importance of
four stakeholders”, ensuring that managers consider the
welfare of guests, staff, shareholders and the community
when making decisions. This was certainly no easy task,
and it foreshadowed an even more difﬁcult challenge in
Hong Kong.
In late April and early May Jeremy was asked to oversee the
H1N1 inﬂuenza quarantine of guests and staff members at
the Metropark Hotel in Wanchai. He and his team took
care of logistics, comforted staff members and
gradually helped “the guests feel at home instead
of being quarantined”. With the resulting
favourable press coverage over the seven days,
the hotel is now doing a brisk trade in a difﬁcult
economic environment.
Optimistic about the hospitality
industry’s long-term growth despite
the current downturn, Jeremy advised
current SHTM students to “study hard,
think hard and always raise questions
and challenge professional systems”. That,
itself, is a ﬁtting summary of this industry
leader’s outstanding career.

Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Director, presenting the
Outstanding PolyU HTM Alumni Award 2008 to
Mr Jeremy Xu

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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A Week of Opportunity

W

ith the current economic downturn restricting
employment prospects throughout Hong Kong,
the SHTM grasped the initiative and expanded its annual
Career Day this year. The result, Career Week 2009, offered
students more opportunities to meet potential employers
and ﬁnetune their career plans.

For the following ﬁve weekdays, various organisations held
career talks in the campus, providing more information
about what they could offer aspiring hospitality and
tourism professionals. This was particularly helpful for
students who were interested in a single organisation, and
they beneﬁted from more in-depth discussions about job
roles and career paths.
Held in early March, the week began with a day-long
exhibition at which both international chains and local
ﬁrms hosted booths, providing information about how
they operated and the sort of employment prospects they
could offer. Held in the spacious foyer of the Jockey Club
Auditorium on the PolyU campus, the event was very well
attended by students and exhibitors alike, including seven
organisations that set up booths for the ﬁrst time.
Final year students grasped the chance to meet potential
employers and learn about vacancies they could apply for
at the end of the academic year. Other students took the
opportunity to establish contact with organisations that
could provide them with internships as they move through
their studies.

The SHTM would like to express its gratitude to the
following organisations for making Career Week 2009 the
success it was.

■

Accor Hotels

■

Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui

■

Recruit Express

■

American Club

■

Kuoni

■

Regal Hotels International

■

AsiaWorld-Expo Management

■

Langham Hotels International

■

Rhombus International Hotels Group

■

Crowne Plaza Hong Kong, Causeway Bay

■

Marco Polo Hongkong Hotels

■

■

Four Seasons Hotel

■

Marriott International

Shangri-La International Hotel
Management

■

Harbour Plaza Hotel and Resorts

■

McDonald’s Restaurants Hong Kong

■

SSP, the Food Travel Experts

■

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

■

Miramar Group

■

Swire Travel

■

Hong Kong Disneyland

■

OCT International Hotel Management

■

Swire Hotels

Pizza Hut Hong Kong Management

■

W Hong Kong

■

Hong Kong Jockey Club

HORIZONS

■

Chair Professor’s Distinguished Lecture

Provocative Advice for
Aspiring Industry Leaders

Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Director,
thanking Mr Steve Kleinschmidt for a
thought provoking lecture

I

nduction Day can be a daunting process of adapting
to new procedures and expectations, but the Chair
Professor’s Distinguished Lecture this year set incoming
students and postgraduates alike the exciting task of breaking
away from established practices. Mr Steve Kleinschmidt,
President of Marco Polo Hotels, gave a provocative and
inspirational talk on leadership and excellence in the hotel
and tourism industry at the Jockey Club Auditorium on
31 August.
A key message during the lecture was that skilful leaders
challenge conventional wisdom. The hotel and tourism
industry, Mr Kleinschmidt said, “requires leaders who can
be effective in an ever changing environment”.

Commenting after the lecture, the SHTM’s Director,
Professor Kaye Chon, told the audience that Mr
Kleinschmidt’s call for adaptive and innovative leadership
ﬁtted well with the School’s questioning of existing
practices that had moved it to the forefront of hospitality
and tourism education around the world.

Mr Kleinschmidt continually noted that the decisions
the students made over the course of their studies – the
individual subjects they chose, the projects they undertook
and the internships they selected – should all be focused on
their future careers. “Grasp opportunities in your academic
career”, he said, “to put management and leadership theory
to the test”.
In their eventual move from study to management,
Mr Kleinschmidt urged the students to remember that
“judgement is sometimes the key and procedure might not
be relevant”. Offering the example of a Marco Polo staff
member who rejected a guest’s expectation of receiving
loyalty programme beneﬁts because he had booked
through a travel agent, Mr Kleinschmidt explained that
each situation should guide decision making to ensure
guest satisfaction.
Moving through a variety of scenarios they would encounter
and the expectations that would be placed on them, Mr
Kleinschmidt concluded his stirring presentation by asking
the students to “expect to be surprised and challenged in
one of the most exciting careers one can choose”. With
a question and answer session that covered everything
from the market environment to motivating ‘Generation
Y’ employees, the SHTM is sure that the new batch of
students will meet the challenge with enthusiasm.

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Teaching Hotel Update
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Whether
onsite or online,
the SHTM’s Teaching
Hotel, scheduled to
open in September
2010, is moving
ahead.
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A Distinctive Landmark
The Teaching Hotel is starting to make its presence felt
in Tsim Sha Tsui East. Construction passed the milestone
tenth ﬂoor in July and the structure can now be seen clearly
from the PolyU campus. A completion ceremony for the
29 ﬂoor building is scheduled for November.
Speaking of the Hotel’s progress recently, Mr Ian Lee, the
SHTM’s Senior Project Manager (Hotel Development),
said that the project had reached its “pre-opening stage”.
Over the coming year, the focus will be on preparing for
operations in the 264 guest-room building.
Mr Richard Hatter has been
appointed General Manager,
bringing with him over 25 years
of international experience in
the hospitality industry. Having
most recently served as General
Manager and Director of the
Shangri-La Group’s Asia region
covering Hong Kong, China,

Suite

Singapore and Indonesia,
Mr Hatter has extensive
experience in managing
hotel repositioning, rebranding, refurbishment, renovation,
pre-opening development and operations.
Other senior staff members will soon be recruited to form
an opening team, with the task of ensuring that the Hotel
offers ﬁve-star service from its ﬁrst day of operations.
The team will be determining the policy for procedures,
setting service standards and selecting a hotel operating

Mr Richard Hatter
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system. It will also be involved
in promotional activities to raise
awareness about the hotel in the Tsim
Sha Tsui district, and in the hospitality
industry as a whole.
In line with these developments, PolyU
recently appointed a hotel branding
company to develop a singular market
positioning or a ‘Brand DNA’ for the
Hotel to reﬂect the vision and values
of both PolyU and the SHTM. The
idea is to create a unique brand with
distinctive English and Chinese hotel
names, and to develop a corporate
identity system for the Hotel.
The ﬁrst step in the branddevelopment process took place in
May and June, with the collection of
relevant information about what the
Hotel’s brand should be. Key internal
and external stakeholders were
interviewed, and focus groups were
formed in what Mr Lee described as an
“exciting discovery process”. Internal
participants included Professor Kaye
Chon, SHTM Director, Professor
Cathy Hsu, SHTM Associate
Director, Dr David Jones, SHTM
Associate Professor, and also senior
members of the University including
Mr Victor Lo, PolyU Council
Chairman, Professor Timothy Tong,
PolyU President, Mr Alexander
Tzang, PolyU Deputy President, and
other hotel project members.

Notes from a Virtual World
Beyond its physical presence in Tsim Sha Tsui East, the Teaching
Hotel also has an Internet presence in the virtual world of
Second Life. A feature of the online PolyU Campus is a fully
rendered three-dimensional replica of the Teaching Hotel based
on architectural CAD drawings, one of Second Life’s tallest
buildings.
According to Mr Paul Penfold, the SHTM’s Manager
(Educational Development), the use of the virtual campus and
hotel has allowed the School to experiment with and explore the
use of a virtual environment for the creation of knowledge and
the development of practical teaching and learning resources.
The Virtual Hotel is certainly an example of that process, allowing
the SHTM and PolyU to review, plan and visualise the Teaching
Hotel. The ultimate result will be important insights into the
Hotel’s operational planning and opening.
In a further innovative use of the Virtual Hotel, the SHTM’s Dr
Basak Denizci has conducted a research project totally within the
online environment to deﬁne the optimal level of co-branding in
hotels. With over 600 participants from around the world having
taken part and the results to be published this year, this is one of
the ﬁrst hospitality research projects to be undertaken in a virtual
world.

With an initial approach now in place,
the branding company will be able
to develop the Hotel’s Brand DNA
and ultimately establish a distinct
corporate identity. The next step will
be to name the Hotel, with a number
of possible names to be considered at
a second round of intensive meetings
and discussions in the near future.
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Higher Diploma Programmes

Changing
with the Times
A

key element of the SHTM’s success as a hospitality and
tourism educational institution is its ability to adapt
programmes to suit the changing needs of students.
Originally intended as a way of providing operational
skills for immediate employment, the School’s
traditional three-year higher diplomas, involving a yearlong internship between the ﬁrst and third years of study, are
no longer always suitable for students wanting a stepping stone
to a full degree.
Relishing this challenge, the School has designed a new study
progression that will allow the 100 students studying for a
Higher Diploma in Hotel Management and the 70 students
studying for a Higher Diploma in Tourism Management
each year to choose the length of their internships. This
is particularly signiﬁcant because more than half of those
students will go on to receive undergraduate degrees and
may not intend to start their careers immediately.
Beginning this academic year, higher diploma students will
be able to choose one of two study options. The ﬁrst, standard,
option will be a revised two-year programme in which students will
study on campus for a year and then undertake a 24 week internship
before returning to full-time study for a second year. During their internships
they will be expected to study 2 subjects, to ensure that they continue to beneﬁt
from the SHTM’s renowned blend of theory and practice.
At the completion of the two years, those students wanting to enrol in top-up
programmes to obtain full degrees will not be delayed in their studies.
Students who want to gain more practical experience can choose a three-year
course. The 48-week internship in this option will also be ‘sandwiched’ between
two years of full-time study, but students undertaking the longer placement
will not be required to take subjects during their internships.
As the leading hospitality and tourism
school in Asia, and as a major innovator
in education and study options, the
SHTM is determined to provide the
right education to the right people,
always in an effort to move the industry
forward.
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Hightlights of Recent Research by the SHTM
Volume 3. Issue 2. September 2009

Work-Life Balance Crucial for Hotel Employees
Employees in Hong Kong’s hotel industry do not feel
that they have achieved work-life balance according to
the SHTM’s Simon Wong and Annie Ko. In a recently
published article the researchers highlight employee
dissatisfaction with current stafﬁng practices and
suggest an employee-centred, integrative approach to
the problem.

Work-Life Balance in Hong Kong
Hong Kong is renowned for its 24-hour business culture
and the hotel industry necessarily involves long working
hours, shift duties and dealing with difﬁcult customers.
This, write the researchers, leads to stress that forces
employees into making important decisions about
their work-life balance. An immediate consequence is
“increased turnover and poor staff retention”
Even with the government’s shift towards a ﬁve-day
working week, Hong Kong has yet to embrace an
adequate approach to work-life balance. The prevailing
“paternalistic” culture, note the researchers, means that
staff members “are afraid to leave the ofﬁce until their
boss does, otherwise they may be thought of as lacking
commitment”.
At most, companies tend to copy best practices as
a “one-size-ﬁts-all” approach that might not be the
optimal solution. The major problem underlying this
situation is that there is “literally no deﬁnition of worklife balance”.
With the increased number of women in the workforce,
ﬁrms around the world have tailored work-life balance
School of Hotel and Tourism Management

programmes towards “family friendly” practices such
as the provision of child-care facilities. These practices,
however, do not recognise that “employees who are
single with no children may have other commitments
within the community”, such as care-giving or even
purely personal interests. The researchers argue that
work-life balance should be deﬁned neutrally in terms
of employees having a measure of control over their
working hours, and over where and how they work.

The Study
Given this less than positive situation, the researchers
wanted to provide human resource managers with
“a comprehensive solution”. Their rationale was that
by understanding employee perspectives on work-life
balance issues, “hotel management can derive ways to
improve staff productivity”.
To determine the extent to which hotel employees in
Hong Kong were satisﬁed with their work-life balance,
the researchers ﬁrst conducted 24 in-depth interviews
with human resource managers, hotel employees,
industry professionals and representatives of government
bodies Having established 31 statements on “perceptions
of work-life balance issues” they then conducted two
pilot tests before producing a questionnaire.
With a total of 230 respondents in early 2007, the survey
gathered data from High Tariff ‘A’ hotels, High Tariff
‘B’ hotels and Medium Tariff hotels. Just over half of the
respondents were male, and just under half were aged
between 26 and 25 years old. Most were single with no
children and a large majority were frontline employees
1
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working in the Food and Beverage Department, Front
Desk or Housekeeping.

bonding force” that maintains a work-life balance.
This sort of attitude forms the cornerstone of a hotel’s
success.

Work-Life Imbalance
The employees were unhappy about the current lack of
discretion they had over their starting and ﬁnishing times
but understood the situation was unavoidable given the
necessity of shift work. A more worrisome ﬁnding was
that the employees thought “they did not get enough
time off work”, particularly if they had received tertiary
education.
This concern about sufﬁcient personal time, note the
researchers, is key to making “work-life unbalanced in
the Hong Kong hotel industry”, as increasingly more
degree holders enter the workforce. Employees with
degrees have relatively high career expectations, but
that can also mitigate some aspects of this work-life
imbalance. The employees surveyed, for instance, were
neutral on reducing working hours to a part-time level
even when combined with job security, because doing so
could damage their career prospects. At the same time,
they expressed slight agreement with the need to work
longer hours to move along the career path.

First Steps toward Change
Given that employee perspectives on work-life balance
ranged from worrisomely negative to potentially positive,
the researchers suggest that hotel managements ﬁrst
“listen to their employees and appreciate their differences
and needs”. Employee consensus on appropriate
work practices could be measured with “focus groups,
individual interviews, discussion sessions or web-based
surveys”.
The next step in an integrated process of change would
be to provide support for family matters and then move
on to providing employees with more free time in their
week and more control over their work schedules. The
researchers warn against taking a “scattergun” approach
to addressing employee work-life balance concerns,
which “can only contain the company’s turnover rate
for a while”. The goal should be to transform the
workplace proactively, instigating a “cognitive shift”
amongst employees that will beneﬁt the hotel industry
as a whole.

A More Positive Outlook
Not surprisingly, the employees were very concerned
about having “quality family time”, taking into account
childcare, other family responsibilities and nonconventional responsibilities. In a slightly different
context, this category could be expanded into “life
orientation”, which would also include the ability to
“pursue personal interests or aspirations” outside of
work.
From this perspective, hotels have the opportunity
to enhance productivity by instituting employee
management systems that include “a well-designed
roster system, job re-design and cooperation between
departments aiming to facilitate a smooth handover of
duties”. The willing participation of line managers in
any such changes would be crucial.
The researchers also ﬁnd that “staff commitment and
loyalty towards their work and company exert a strong
2

Points to Note
■

Hotel employees in Hong Kong are not
satisﬁed with their work-life balance.

■

The biggest concern is not having enough time
off work.

■

Concern about time for family and personal life
could be used initiate change in work practices.

■

An integrated rather than scattergun approach
to change should be taken.

Wong, Simon Chak-keung and Ko, Annie (2009).
Exploratory study of understanding hotel employees’
perception on work-life balance issues. International
Journal of Hospitality Management, Vol. 28, pp. 195203.
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Culture Influences Travel Website Use
Culture makes a difference in travel website use note
the SHTM’s Rob Law and Bonnie Leung in a recently
published research paper. Website operators need to
consider the cultural norms of their target customers to
increase the likelihood of online purchases. Focusing on
customers from mainland China and the United States,
the researchers identify the aspects of website quality
that most appeal to the two cultural groups.

Commerce and Culture Online
With the Internet becoming increasingly signiﬁcant
as a sales channel for travel agencies, there has been a
marked increase in searches for travel information and
online bookings. Yet there have been very few attempts
to investigate the links between website quality, user
satisfaction and the intention to purchase a product
or service. This is a particularly important oversight,
because the Internet has allowed travel ﬁrms to move
from being reactive to customer requests to being
proactive by “meeting customers’ needs for the most
updated information”.

Signiﬁcance of Cultural Differences
The differences between users in the two countries are
likely to be rooted in dissimilar cultural traits, write the
researchers. They point to the individualism that leads to
less avoidance of uncertainty in the United States, and
the communalism that encourages the search for more
certainty in mainland China. This, they note, is essential
to understanding the online purchase intentions of
customers from the two cultures.
Consideration should also be given to “the compatibility
of the Internet with the values and norms of a society”.
Clearly, given the levels of use and its origin in the
United States, the Internet does not clash with any
American societal norms. In mainland China, however,
the researchers suggest that attitudes towards, use of,
and self-conﬁdence when using the Internet could be
different.

International Visitor Survey

There is also a clear indication that this change has
led to increased purchases. The researchers note that
67% of travellers in the United States have checked
“travel-related information” online, with more than 42
million people making purchases. In Asia, there was a
54% increase in travel information searches and related
purchases from 1998 to 2001 alone.

To determine whether these cultural disparities actually
made a difference in travel website use, the researchers
drew on data from a large-scale international visitor survey
conducted at the Hong Kong International Airport. The
relevant part of the survey asked departing travellers
from the United States and mainland China about their
perceptions of travel website quality, their satisfaction
with using such websites and whether they would make
purchases through those websites in the future.

In this sense, a comparison between American and
Chinese website users is grounded in increasingly high
levels of Internet use, with the added beneﬁt that it allows
observations of a relatively mature market and one that
is growing rapidly. As the researchers put it, “the US is a
leading country with a well-established environment for
e-commerce, whereas China is a fast growing country
with an enormous potential online market”. As yet, only
an estimated 20% of mainland Chinese Internet users
have made online purchases.

Of the interviewees who had visited a travel website in
the previous year, the researchers identiﬁed 249 travellers
from mainland China and 238 from the United States.
The majority of the Chinese travellers were women,
between 26 and 35 years old and tertiary educated
with annual family incomes ranging from US$10,00029,000. A majority of the American travellers were also
degree holders, but in stark contrast to their Chinese
counterparts they were men, aged 45 to 65 years old and
had annual family incomes of at least US$100,000.
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Website Quality Crucial
The researchers measured website quality in terms
of functionality and usability. Functionality covered
whether the websites that were visited offered information
on purchases, services or products, destinations and
contacts, as well as the quality of that information.
Both groups of travellers thought that information
quality was the most important aspect of a website’s
functionality, but the Chinese were also interested in
destination information and the Americans wanted
purchase information. According to the researchers, this
suggests that “Chinese could be less likely to make online
purchases” than their American counterparts.
In terms of website usability, the researchers obtained
information on language use, layout and graphics,
information architecture, the user interface, ease of
navigation and general perceptions. Both groups of
travellers thought that language use was important
and website layout and use of graphics were relatively
unimportant. However, the American users were more
concerned about overall usability than were their Chinese
counterparts.

Satisfaction Increases Intention to Purchase
When asked about how satisﬁed they were with their
website experiences, the Chinese travellers were a
little more reserved than their American counterparts,
probably because the Americans were more frequent
website users. Overall, the researchers found that
improvements in how travel websites function and their
ease of use were likely to enhance customer satisfaction
and thus the intention to purchase from those websites.

which could have been affected by worries about online
credit card security.
The researchers suggest that website operators should
generally pay more attention to language use and the
quality of information on their websites to enhance
the intention of users to purchase from them. Yet,
they should also consider the speciﬁc needs of different
cultural groups that they target.
“The success of a travel website”, conclude the researchers,
“depends largely on the extent to which it can meet the
requirements of targeted customers”.

Points to Note
■

The Internet is allowing travel businesses to
move from being reactive to proactive.

■

Cultural differences in Internet use affect the
intention to purchase online.

■

American travellers are more likely than
mainland Chinese travellers to purchase online.

■

Travel websites need to meet the societal and
cultural requirements of customers.

Law, Rob, Bai, Billy and Leung, Bonnie (2008). Travel
website uses and cultural inﬂuence: A comparison
between American and Chinese travellers. Information
Technology and Tourism, Vol. 10, pp. 215-225.

The American travellers were also more likely to purchase
through a travel website over both the next six months
and the next two years. The researchers link this to the
individualistic culture in the United States, wherein
people are more likely to make decisions based on their
own needs and interests rather than consult widely,
as Chinese tend to do. The Chinese travellers trusted
online purchases less than their American counterparts,
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Measurability and Commitment Drive
Foodservice Quality Improvement
Efforts to improve foodservice quality hinge on
commitment at all levels of an organisation and the
measurability of results. In a recently published research
paper, the SHTM’s Dr Jaksa Kivela and a co-author
evaluate the application of a “Six Sigma-hybrid quality
system” to the Hong Kong Jockey Club’s foodservice
operations. The researchers show that differences
in perceptions of the change process from senior
management, middle management and rank and ﬁle
employees meant that the quality culture improved
more than the associated organisational culture. This
sort of partial success, they note, is a common outcome
of quality improvement programmes.

Measuring Service Quality
“Quality service”, write the researchers, “is important
because it is directly linked to customer satisfaction
and return behaviour”. It is also determined by the
organisation as a whole, including both management
and staff in a “symbiotic relationship”, especially
in foodservice organisations. Yet reports about the
effectiveness of quality systems in such organisations are
lacking,
How, then, does one measure foodservice quality? The
researchers point to Six Sigma, a statistical measure of
process performance, aiming for near perfection through
improvement and involving a management system that
ensures lasting results. Six Sigma, they argue, focuses on
“the organisation’s exacting customer needs” and does
not cover operational considerations such as labour
costs and sales volume that are “not related to what the
customer really requires”. The method also provides
“a consistent way to measure and to compare different
quality processes and initiatives”.
The aim of achieving near perfection might not seem
reasonable, but the researchers note that in some
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situations, “seemingly low levels of defects can result in
irate customers”, especially when intangible products are
offered, as is the case with foodservice organisations. The
need for this extremely high level of achievement must
be “hammered into all members of the organisation”,
but with the major “ideas, solutions, process discoveries
and improvements” taking place in the organisation’s
frontlines.
The Six Sigma process is based on teams composed of
employees from different departments and with different
“job levels, backgrounds, skills and seniority”. Together
they “devote themselves to analysing and improving
key processes”, solving organisational problems and
capitalising on opportunities. Their role is to deﬁne
measure, analyse, improve and control, with the ultimate
goal of sustaining change.

At the Hong Kong Jockey Club
The researchers chose the Hong Kong Jockey Club as a
setting for their investigation because it is one of Hong
Kong’s largest employers, operates foodservice outlets at
multiple venues and had implemented a Six Sigma style
“Journey Toward Excellence”. They speculated that this
process would facilitate dialogue between foodservice
management and staff to enhance quality practices,
evaluate the organisation’s “best practices”, improve the
organisational culture and through it quality practices,
and improve the quality mindset of its managers and
rank and ﬁle employees.
A survey evaluated perceptions of how important and
applicable the Journey Toward Excellence was to the
Jockey Club. Of 112 respondents at the Sha Tin Club
House, the Happy Valley Club House and the Bees River
Country Club, 15 were senior managers, 65 were middle
managers and 32 were rank and ﬁle staff members from
back- and front-of-house operations. A majority of the
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respondents was male and nearly half had worked at the
Jockey Club for at least ﬁve years. A large majority had
participated in service quality training.

Employee Reactions
Perceptions of how important the Journey Toward
Excellence precepts were and how they were actually
applied varied according to staff level. The researchers
note that senior management were not satisﬁed with
the use of focus groups and teams, graphical tools
for evaluating progress and numerical measures for
determining the extent of success. Staff members at this
level were also dissatisﬁed with the extent to which the
organisational culture promoted high quality, whether
supplier relations could help to maintain that level of
quality and the ability of the process to create high
levels of customer satisfaction. They were, however,
happy with “the involvement of all levels of staff in the
decision-making process”.
The middle managers were particularly pleased with the
use of focus groups and teams, the use of benchmarking
in rating the success of the process and the continuous
improvement apparent in the organisation.
Amongst the rank and ﬁle staff, note the researchers,
concerns were raised about the use of benchmarking,
whether a “systematic, fact-driven approach to solving
quality problems” was fully applied, the use of numerical
measures to determine success and “the use of customer
focus groups as a feedback mechanism”. Yet, like the
senior managers, they were pleased that all levels of staff
were involved in the decision making.

These limitations, the researchers observe, are not
uncommon. They point to similar situations with Six
Sigma programmes at Motorola and General Electric.
At the Jockey Club, the senior managers and rank and ﬁle
staff obviously had different perceptions of the process,
particularly its importance and how it was applied.
Nevertheless, the researchers write that the organisation
was “tremendously successful in training and educating”
its staff at all levels about the principles of the Journey
Toward Excellence.
Indeed, mass participation in the overall programme
allowed senior management to identify the gaps between
the importance of a quality improvement measure and
its actual application, and thus to create solutions that
would minimise those gaps.
To summarise, write the researchers, the Jockey Club
was successful in implementing most of the Journey
Toward Excellence measures, but not all of them.

Points to Note
■

Extremely accurate service quality measurement
is necessary in foodservice organisations

■

Six Sigma is a method of deﬁning and
implementing service quality improvement.

■

The Hong Kong Jockey Club’s Journey
Toward Excellence enacted Six Sigma
principles.

■

Mass participation and accurate measurement
at all stages are crucial to Six Sigma success.

Service Quality Outcomes
The researchers note two major outcomes of the Journey
Toward Excellence, which have implications for other
foodservice organisations seeking service quality
improvement. The process improved the Jockey Club’s
quality culture but had a lower than expected inﬂuence
on its organisational culture. The organisation could
also have enhanced its measurement of improvements
at certain stages, but lacked sufﬁcient historical data for
comparison.
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Kivela, Jaksa and Kagi, Jacky (2008). Applying Six Sigma
in foodservice organizations. Tourism, Vol. 56, No.
4, pp. 319-337.
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Implicit Limits of Long-Haul Travel Demand
Declines in long-haul tourist volume are related to
the virtual disappearance of some market segments
as distance from the source market increases, writes
the SHTM’s Professor Bob McKercher in a recently
published research paper. Rather than cause an obvious
decline across all types of travellers, distance has an
implicit, cumulative effect on the willingness and ability
of some to travel. Professor McKercher compares short
and long haul arrivals in Hong Kong, employing a multimarket perspective to isolate the factors most likely to
deter pleasure tourists from travelling long distances.

commitment previously mentioned and the common
decision to travel to culturally similar destinations close
to the home region.
Because these factors are implicit, they are often difﬁcult
to detect. Professor McKercher shows that when raw
arrival ﬁgures for Hong Kong are considered, there is little
apparent association between arrivals and proximity to
the destination. However, when arrivals are “calculated
as a share of total outbound trafﬁc from the individual
source”, Hong Kong clearly attracts “a greater share of
outbound travel from nearby markets”.

Distance and Tourism
The relationship between distance and tourism, writes
Professor McKercher, has long been recognised but
is now largely ignored. Yet the frictional effect of
distance, otherwise known as the distance decay effect,
is a fundamental aspect of tourism, causing demand to
peak in locations close to the source market where the
time and cost of travel is the lowest. This effect, notes
Professor McKercher, varies depending on the mode of
travel, the number of destination opportunities and the
ease of market access in those destinations.
Also signiﬁcant is whether the tourist is concerned
with spending the maximum amount of time at the
destination. Those with limited time budgets are less
willing to travel longer distances, which increases the
rate of distance decay, and those with greater time
budgets have no need to restrict themselves and thus
show a slower rate of decay.

The Implicit Effect of Distance
Professor McKercher notes that “distance does not affect
destination choice explicitly” – no tourist would want to
visit a destination based purely on how many kilometres
it is from the source market. Rather, a number of factors
have an implicit, cumulative effect that can limit the
desirability of long-haul travel. These factors can include
the high cost of long-haul air travel, the greater time
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Yet there is also variability in distance tolerance –
travellers from Australia, for instance, are tolerant of
travelling internationally over long distances because the
population is concentrated in the south and the country
shares no land borders.
Similar, but more likely to limit distance tolerance, are
effective tourism exclusion zones, including physical
voids such as mountains and oceans, population voids
or areas of little interest to the source market. Hong
Kong’s exclusion zone, for instance, takes in the Paciﬁc
and Indian Oceans, Siberia, the former Soviet republics,
the Gulf states and unpopulated northern Australia.

Hong Kong as an Ideal Setting
Professor McKercher suggests that the comparison of
short- and long-haul travel from multiple sources to the
same destination will ease the detection of differences in
distance tolerance. He focuses on Hong Kong because
it is an international aviation hub and gateway to Asia,
acting as either a main or stopover destination and
“appealing to a large number of visitors from a wide
geographic region”.
Deriving arrival data from the Hong Kong Tourism
Board’s Visitor Proﬁle Report, Professor McKercher
focuses on pleasure tourists from 8 short-haul and 15
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long-haul source markets. He excludes mainland China
and Macau because they effectively act as Hong Kong’s
domestic market and no data are available on source
cities within the Chinese mainland.

Short- and Long-Haul Travel Compared
During the year under consideration, approximately six
million overnight visitors were generated from the 23
source markets. Short haul, Asian sources contributed
a majority of the visitors. Most Asian visitors were
vacation or pleasure tourists and represented 10-30% of
all outbound tourists from their source markets.
In terms of market segments, writes Professor McKercher,
“tourists from Asia account for two-thirds of all vacation
overnight visitors”. Western, long-haul source markets
sent a roughly even number of business and pleasure
travellers to Hong Kong.
Compared to their counterparts from long-haul source
markets, visitors from short-haul markets were more
often women and under the age of 45. The Asian visitors
were more likely to be housewives, and the Western
visitors were more likely to be retired. The Western
visitors had roughly double the incomes of their Asian
counterparts, and were more likely to travel alone than
in groups. The long haul visitors tended to stay in Hong
Kong longer, even though few indicated that the city
was their only destination.

travellers, women travellers and budget travellers
virtually disappear from the travel market when it shifts
from short to long haul. Other segments, such as retiree
travellers, are not as heavily affected, which indicates that
“the effect of distance is an implicit factor that drives the
identiﬁcation of target markets.”
The challenge, writes Professor McKercher, is for
destination marketing organisations to “identify those
segments that are most likely to visit” and target them
with the appropriate marketing.

Points to Note
■

Increases in distance have a cumulative effect
on the willingness of tourists to travel.

■

Not all tourists are affected by distance the
same.

■

Short- and long-haul visitors can be compared
to detect differences in distance tolerance.

■

Destination marketing organisations should
target the market segments most likely to visit.

McKercher, Bob (2008). The implicit effect of distance
on tourist behavior: A comparison of short and long
haul pleasure tourists to Hong Kong. Journal of
Travel and Tourism Marketing, Vol. 25, No. 3-4,
pp. 367-380.

Professor McKercher also notes that Asian tourists were
more likely to be repeat visitors than their Western
counterparts, mainly because they were likely to use
Hong Kong as a base for multiple short trips around the
region. However, long-haul tourists were more likely to
explore Hong Kong’s cultural heritage and do more sight
seeing than the Asian visitors, who were more interested
in rest and relaxation. They also spent four to ﬁve times
more than their Asian counterparts.

Distance and Marketing
Central to Professor McKercher’s comparison of short
and long haul visitors to Hong Kong is the fact that
market segments such as group travellers, younger
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Combined Models Improve Tourism Demand
Forecasting
The combination of forecasting models leads to more
accurate tourism demand forecasts show a group of
SHTM researchers in a recently published article.
Professor Haiyan Song, Professor Stephen Witt, Dr
Kevin Wong and Ms Doris Wu compare combinations
of models with the single-model forecasting of demand
for tourism in Hong Kong from 10 major source
markets. Although yet to establish the optimum number
of models to combine, the researchers note that the
beneﬁt of combined forecasts is particularly evident over
the longer term.

Tourism Demand Forecasting
With the rapid growth of the tourism industry around the
world, tourism demand forecasting is receiving increased
attention. Accurate forecasts are important to the industry
in terms of business planning and investment, and to
governments in terms of tourism policy development
and implementation. The researchers point to the use of
time series analysis, econometric models and nonlinear
modelling as forecasting techniques over the last 30
years.
Econometric models, in particular, have been used to
forecast tourism demand in both Asia and Europe, but
can be inﬂuenced by the ways in which seasonal data
are speciﬁed. Another concern about forecast accuracy
lies in determining the optimal length of the forecasting
horizon, or how far ahead the model should be used to
predict demand.
Yet little attention has been paid to the potential for
accuracy gains when single models are combined in
the same tourism demand forecast. There is, write
the researchers, evidence that forecast accuracy can be
improved by both the simple averaging of multiple
forecasting models and more complex combinations
involving weights given to the forecasts produced by
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individual methods. With a view to testing combinations
of models in a multiple market scenario, the researchers
turn to Hong Kong.

Focus on Hong Kong Inbound Tourism
To determine the conditions under which a combination
of models would produce more accurate forecasts than
a single model, the researchers draw on monthly tourist
arrival data from the Hong Kong Tourism Board and
the United Nations World Tourism Organisation, and
data on explanatory variables from the International
Monetary Fund. The source markets covered are those
with the ten highest levels of demand for tourism in
Hong Kong: mainland China, Taiwan, Japan, the
United States, Macau, South Korea, Singapore, the
United Kingdom, Australia and the Philippines.
The factors that inﬂuence tourism demand are identiﬁed
as the price of tourism in Hong Kong, represented by the
level of the consumer price index in Hong Kong relative
to that of the source market, tourism prices in substitute
destinations and the income level in the source markets
as measured by GDP at constant prices.
The researchers use data from the ﬁrst quarter of 1984
to the ﬁrst quarter of 2003 to estimate the models,
removing from consideration the unusual circumstances
of the SARS outbreak during the second quarter of
2003, which “enormously inﬂuenced Hong Kong
inbound tourism”. The ex post forecasts can then be
compared to actual demand to measure the accuracy of
the combination methods used.

Combining Forecast Methods
The researchers use four models in three types of
combinations to compare the accuracy of combined
forecasts and single forecasts. The models include the
seasonal ARIMA method of time series analysis, the
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autoregressive distributed lag model in which a ﬁnal
model is obtained through the simpliﬁcation of a general
model, a two-stage error correction model in which
the movement of the variables in any period is related
to the previous period’s deviation from the long-run
equilibrium, and a vector autoregression model, which
captures the evolution and interdependence of multiple
time series.

Putting Combined Methods to Use

Simple averaging of the results from multiple models is
the most obvious way of producing a combined forecast,
but the researchers also consider variance-covariance
combination, in which unequal weights are assigned to
each single-model forecast based on the performance of
each model, and discounted mean-squared forecast error
combination, in which more weight is given to the more
recent forecasts.

The researchers note that accuracy increases gradually
as more models are combined, but do not specify an
optimal number of models to use. Rather, they offer
the recommendation that tourism practitioners should
actually make the effort to combine forecasting methods,
especially when the magnitude of potential forecasting
errors is a concern.

The researchers generate a series of forecasts with single
and two, three or four combined methods looking
one, two, four and eight quarters ahead. None of the
combination methods produce consistently more
accurate forecasts than the others across all time horizons
and source markets.

Combined Forecast Performance
An initial ﬁnding that might not seem too encouraging
is that the combined forecasts do not always outperform
single-model forecasts over the short, medium and long
term. Yet combined forecasts are superior in around 50%
of all cases, and in the eight-quarter-ahead forecasts,
combined forecasting clearly outperforms single-model
forecasting. In other words, the researchers ﬁnd that
combined forecasts are most suitable over the long term,
largely because single models that are initially misspeciﬁed
compound their errors over longer time horizons.
The researchers write that the combined forecasts are
not more accurate than the best single forecasts, but they
do signiﬁcantly outperform the worst single forecasts. In
practical terms, individual ﬁrms and government bodies
concerned with the whole tourism industry are likely to
obtain much worse forecasts if they use single methods.
Forecast combination, note the researchers, is a simple
matter of risk reduction.
10

Of the combined methods, the discounted meansquared forecast error combination performed the best
overall, suggesting that it should be used most often
in forecasting tourism demand. However, the simple
averaging method could also be used because it performs
reasonably well, “is easy to implement and requires fewer
observations”.

The accuracy of combined methods, conclude the
researchers, will be particularly important when demand
forecasts are used to “assess the feasibility of long-term
investment in tourism-related infrastructure”.

Points to Note
■

The importance of tourism demand forecasting
is increasing as the industry grows.

■

Accurate forecasts are crucial to both industry
and government planning.

■

Accuracy increases gradually with the
combination of single forecasting models.

■

Discounted mean-squared forecast error
combination is the most accurate, but the
simple averaging method is a practical
alternative.

Song, Haiyan, Witt, Stephen F., Wong, Kevin F. and
Wu, Doris C. (2008). An empirical study of forecast
combination in tourism. Journal of Hospitality and
Tourism Research, Vol. 33, No. 1, pp. 3-29.
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Fairness Crucial to Service Failure Recovery for
Airline Alliances
The fairness with which individual customers are treated
by airline alliances recovering from service failures heavily
inﬂuences their subsequent evaluations and behaviour
argue the SHTM’s Dr Karin Weber and a co-author in a
recently published research paper. The researchers show
that a customer’s prior mood and how other customers
are treated in the same situation matter less than the
sense of interpersonal fairness generated by recovery
efforts. This reaction, they write, has implications for
how individual airlines should deal with customer
dissatisfaction when in strategic alliances.

Service Failure and Recovery
How and why services fail to satisfy customers are the
centre of much attention in many industries around
the world. Various service recovery methods have been
devised, but they are mostly applicable to single failures.
Even when multiple service failures are considered,
write the researchers, attention still tends to focus on
single organisations. Yet, crucially, control over service
quality is much more difﬁcult to maintain in a strategic
alliance.
The travel industry, note the researchers, is a “classic
example of the trend to form alliances”, and in the process
is exposing single customers to multiple organisations
on the same international trip. With a home carrier, at
least one partner airline and the alliance itself involved,
there is increased potential for service problems. The
researchers wanted to know how a customer’s mood
before an alliance service failure and the efforts to
recover from that failure affect customer satisfaction and
the intention to purchase from the alliance again.

Prior Mood and Recovery Strategies
Although service failure has gained the attention it
deserves, what happens before a service fails has not. The
researchers speculated that a customer’s mood before
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a service encounter might affect the post-encounter
assessment of any difﬁculties encountered. They deﬁned
mood as a general mental state, less intense than an
emotion but longer lasting. A customer in a bad mood
would be likely to pay attention to the inappropriate
behaviour of service personnel, and a customer in a
good mood might wish to maintain it by focusing on
the positives of the encounter.
The overall effect of a particular mood, reasoned the
researchers, would be the result of how recovery strategies
are enacted. In particular, customers are likely to respond
to the type of justice they see delivered during service
recovery. Three types of justice are likely.
Distributive justice gives the individual customer a
sense that the recovery process is fair to all customers
involved. Procedural justice occurs when fair means are
used to rectify the problem. Interactional justice leaves
the customer with a sense that, personally, he or she has
received fair treatment. Given that interactional justice
usually deals with “friendliness, empathy and respect”,
the researchers considered it most likely to have the
greatest effect.

Service Failure Simulated
To determine whether a customer’s mood before a service
failure was limited or enhanced by the interactional
justice of a recovery strategy, the researchers devised
eight failure scenarios. The general situation was that the
home carrier of an airline alliance failed to tell its partner
that a customer had requested an upgrade because the
partner’s ﬂight had been overbooked.
Depending on the scenario, the customer’s mood when
arriving at the airport unaware of the problem could be
positive or negative. There could be a high or low level
of interactional justice in the service recovery effort, and
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distributive justice could deliver a better result for others
with the same predicament or the outcome could be
unknown. Reactions to the way in which the partner
airline recovered from the service failure, including
anger, satisfaction and the intention to purchase from
the alliance again, were also measured.
The researchers submitted the scenarios to a group of
undergraduate students in the United States and received
241 usable responses. Approximately the same amount
of men and women responded, and 40% of them had
ﬂown within the United States “between two and six
times in the previous year”. Around 25% of the students
had ﬂown internationally within the same period.

Customer Reactions
Not surprisingly, the simulated ‘customer’ was more
satisﬁed when receiving personal fair treatment from the
partner airline through interactional justice than when
he or she either knew or did not know that others fared
better through distributive justice. The customer was also
understandably more satisﬁed with the partner airline
than with the home carrier that made the mistake.
This satisfaction has an important implication for
airline alliances. When a carrier deals with a customer
disgruntled by a partner airline it “has an opportunity to
strengthen its position relative to the partner airline by
handling the service recovery in a satisfactory manner”.
The carrier will then “feature more prominently in
the customer’s choice of an airline to patronise in the
future”.
Less in line with the researchers’ expectations was that
neither the customer’s prior mood nor the behaviour of
the staff member dealing with the problem inﬂuenced
post-recovery satisfaction. They suggest that this
situation probably reﬂects the customer’s unwillingness
to apportion blame to the airline that did not create the
problem.

partner airline and home carrier. “It appears”, write
the researchers, that these people deﬂected their anger
“toward distant entities”.

Improving Recovery from Service Failure
Given the potential hazards faced by member airlines
when a service failure occurs within a strategic alliance, the
researchers suggest that individual airlines seek partners
with similar service philosophies. This, unfortunately, is
not yet the case in the airline industry.
As an interim measure, airlines could use customer
surveys asking about service across the alliance to assess
whether any corrective action is necessary. An even more
substantial remedy to service quality disparities would
be the establishment of joint customer service centres.

Points to Note
■

Insufﬁcient attention is paid to service failure
involving multiple organisations.

■

Airline strategic alliances have greater potential
for service failure than single carriers.

■

Alliance customers are satisﬁed with failure
recovery if it is fair to them personally.

■

Airlines should seek alliances that share their
customer service philosophies.

Weber, Karin and Sparks, Beverly (2009). The effect of
preconsumption mood and service recovery measures
on customer evaluations and behaviour in a strategic
alliance setting. Journal of Hospitality and Tourism
Research, Vol. 33, No. 1, pp. 106-125.

Interestingly, however, when the customer was in a
good mood on arrival at the airport, “the greatest anger
was directed towards the alliance”, followed by the
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Mainland Programmes

Inspiration, Leadership and Thanks
in Mainland China

T

he SHTM’s programmes in mainland China are of vital importance to its
leadership of hospitality and tourism education in Asia. With the recent
increase in the number of students in the BA in Hotel and Catering Management
Programme offered in both Shenzhen and Xi’an, and the MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management Programme in Hangzhou, the School wanted to express
its gratitude to its mainland Chinese partners for the successful cooperation.
SHTM Director, Professor Kaye Chon, spent time in Shenzhen and Hangzhou,
where he spoke to graduates, current students, potential students and industry
practitioners, and attended an alumni dinner.

An Inspired Talk

Professor Chon, accompanied by Programme Leader Ms Chloe Lau, visited
Shenzhen early in the year to deliver a talk to potential students, alumni and
students from the BA in Hotel and Catering Management Programme hosted
by the Shenzhen Polytechnic’s Tourism Department. With an audience of more
than 200 people, Professor Chon spoke on convention venue management.
Aside from discussing the situation in the rapidly expanding meetings, incentives,
conferences and exhibitions (MICE) sector, Professor Chon offered insights into
his own career development.
Instead of a dry approach covering job titles and tasks, he told his audience about
two books that inspired him when he was younger: Richard Bach’s Jonathan
Livingstone Seagull and Jules Verne’s Around the World in Eighty Days. A classic
of self development and an exciting travelogue – the perfect inspiration for a
distinguished career in the hospitality and tourism industry, and an apt starting
point for the industry leaders of tomorrow.

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Mainland Programmes

Spotlight on Leadership in Hangzhou
skills needed in upcoming industry leaders, a combination
of soft skills, professional skills and competency tempered
by experience. He encouraged the audience to develop
themselves, and distinguished between just making a living
and having a meaningful life.

Professor Kaye Chon sharing his knowledge of hospitality with students,
alumni and industry professionals

In a wide-ranging discussion, the audience were asked
to consider the nature of, and approaches to enhancing,
hospitality. Concluding the session on a high note,
Professor Chon quoted Eleanor Roosevelt, who was
renowned for her community service even while First
Lady of the United States: “the future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of their dreams”.

During March, the School organised a seminar on
leadership development and service quality management
in hospitality and tourism at the Zhejiang UniversityHong Kong Polytechnic University International
Executive Development Centre in Hangzhou. More than
100 students, alumni and industry professionals were in
attendance, with Professor Chon sharing his understanding
of the concepts of hospitality and how managers could be
more creative and think outside the box.
Noting that the centre of gravity in world trade and tourism
had shifted to Asia, Professor Chon discussed the balance of

Enjoyment and Thanks at Alumni Dinner
The PolyU Alumni Affairs and Development Ofﬁce
hosted a very enjoyable alumni dinner at the Hyatt
Regency in Hangzhou on 4 July. Two hundred and forty
alumni and students from the Zhejiang University-Hong
Kong Polytechnic University International Executive
Development Centre were in attendance.

Professor Timothy Tong (front row middle), Professor Kaye Chon (ﬁrst row,
second from right), with PolyU and Zhejiang University staff
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With 95 SHTM alumni and students at the event and
13 invited guests, the School made its presence felt. Also
in attendance were PolyU’s President Professor Timothy
Tong, Deputy President Mr Alexander Tzang, SHTM
Director Professor Chon, Associate Director Professor
Haiyan Song and MSc Programme Leader Dr Honggen
Xiao. The evening allowed the School to thank Zhejiang
University for its role in a successful partnership.

SHTM News

In Brief

From Culture to Certiﬁcation
in Executive Development
Programmes

Professor Hsu Honoured with
Prestigious Award
The SHTM’s Associate Director, Professor Cathy Hsu,
received a John Wiley and Sons Lifetime Research
Achievement Award from the International Council on
Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education (I-CHRIE)
at the 2009 I-CHRIE Conference held in San Francisco,
USA, from 29 July to 1 August. The prestigious award
recognises Professor Hsu’s outstanding leadership in
her ﬁeld of study, and the invaluable contributions she
has made to the development of global hospitality and
tourism education development during a career spanning
20 years.

The SHTM’s executive development programmes have
again reached a broad cross-section of the hospitality
and tourism industry. In May, the SHTM organised a
seminar on “Chinese Culture and Confucian Philosophy”
for MBA programme delegates from Tampere University
in Finland. In June, Dr Basak Denizci led two halfday Revenue Management Workshops for the Hotel
Controllers and Accountants Association of Hong Kong.
During August, a delegation of 30 hotel managers from
Jiangsu province attended an SHTM training programme
on hotel management and a group of 20 delegates from
the Zhejiang Provincial Tourism Bureau attended an
SHTM training programme at the Zheijiang Tourism
Training Centre. In late August the School once again
hosted a Certiﬁed Hospitality Educator workshop on
behalf of the American Hotel and Lodging Association.

Cruise Ships in the Spotlight
The SHTM’s Dr John Ap spoke in his capacity as a
“port lecturer” for the Hong Kong Tourism Board
on TVB’s Pearl Report during June. Port lecturers
board cruise ships that are approaching the cities they
represent to lecture and provide advice about the soonto-be-reached destinations. Dr Ap suggested that the
government needs to work harder on cleaning the air in
Hong Kong so that cruise passengers, indeed visitors in
general, enjoy the true beauty of Victoria Harbour views.

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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SHTM News

Tourism Trends and Challenges
Explained

Agreement Enhances WorkIntegrated Education

The SHTM’s Assistant Professor and Programme
Director (Industry Partnerships), Dr Tony Tse, was
invited by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth
groups to speak about the trends and challenges in
Hong Kong Tourism on 16 July. Dr Tse’s talk was part
of the training for the Hong Kong Young Ambassdor
Scheme, a joint initiative of the Federation and the
Tourism Commission, which builds young people’s sense
of belonging to and understanding of Hong Kong, and
provides them with a chance to contribute to tourism
development.

SHTM Director, Professor Kaye Chon, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with Mr Frank Hou,
President of the Jinling Hotels and Resorts Corporation,
on 16 July. The agreement pledged support for the
School’s Work-Integrated Education programme.

Research Grants Council Visit
New SHTM Website Launched

Delegates from the Research Grants Council visited
the SHTM in June as part of their ﬁrst appearance on
the PolyU campus in nine years. The School showcased
its wide range of research strengths and activities in a
poster display session at Fong Shu Chuen Hall, and
demonstrated the breadth of research undertaken by staff
members at the parallel visit sessions.

The SHTM launched a new website in June to account
for the many changes at the School in recent years. The
new site provides relevant information about the School
in a user-friendly manner, enhancing the SHTM’s image
as a world leader in hospitality and tourism education.
The stylish, easy to navigate site can be accessed at www.
polyu.edu.hk/htm.

Industry Seminar Offers Practical
Advice
Professor Anna Mattila
presented an industry
seminar on issues related
to service failures on the
PolyU campus in May.
Entitled “From Customer
Dissatisfaction to Service
Recovery: Issues and Challenges”, her talk aimed at
helping hospitality managers understand the link between
poor service recovery and the intention of customers to
switch their allegiance.
HORIZONS

Award for Tourist Attitude Paper
Ms Clara Lung, a BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management
(Conversion) student who graduated in December
2008, submitted a paper entitled “Tourists’ Attitudes
on Environmental Protection and their Hotel Selection
in Hong Kong” to the Travel and Tourism Research
Association Annual Conference held in Hawaii on 23
June and won the J. Desmond Slattery Undergraduate
Student Award.

SHTM News

Volunteer Training
Dr Ada Lo took part in the East Asian Games Volunteer
Training earlier this year. She presented a number of sessions on
hospitality, manners and attitude to groups ranging from 500
volunteers to more than 2000. Dr Lo was pleased to see some
SHTM students as volunteers, and noted that all of them found it
“very meaningful” to be part of the East Asian Games, which will
be held in December.

Staff Updates

Dr Kam Hung joined the
SHTM as an Assistant Professor
in August. She received a
BA(Hons) from the Hong
Kong Polytechnic University
and Master and PhD degrees
from Texas A&M University.
Before joining the School, she was an Assistant Professor
at Thompson Rivers University in Canada. Dr Hung’s
research interests include tourism marketing, tourist
behaviour and psychology, senior travel and cruise
tourism.

Dr Steve Pan, previously a
Research Associate and Visiting
Lecturer at the SHTM, joined the
School as an Assistant Professor
on 30 July. He is teaching the
subjects “Accounting and Control
in Hospitality and Tourism” and
“Financial Management in Hospitality and Tourism”.
Before joining the School he worked as Deputy Director
of the International Desk of the China Television
Company in Taiwan. He is interested in analysing and
applying mass media materials to teaching and research.
Dr Pan was an Assistant Professor at the Department
of Hospitality Management of Tunghai University in
Taiwan before returning to the SHTM.

Dr Tony Tse, concurrently holding the administrative
title of Programme Director (Industry Partnerships), has
been appointed an Assistant Professor with effect from 1
September.

Mr Greg Eilmann previously Visiting Lecturer at the
SHTM, assumed duty as an Instructor effective 1 August.

Ms Anne Tang and Ms Nicole Wong , who were
previously Tutors, have been promoted to Instructor with
effect from 1 August.

Ms Bella Chan, who was previously a technical staff
member at the Millennium Training Restaurant, was
appointed Tutor effective 1 August.

Ms Jamie Lo, an SHTM
graduate, joined the School as
a Tutor from the Hong Kong
Jockey Club on 3 August.
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Student Study Trip
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Gold Coast Experience

N

othing teaches better than experience. From 14 to 21
March this year, the ﬁnal-year International Tourism
Studies class visited the Gold Coast and northern New South
Wales in Australia to conduct individual research projects on
facets of hospitality management in the area. Class member
Gloria Chan reports ...

Although it was not the most exotic destination to visit, the
combination of tourism elements on Australia’s Gold Coast promised
us many different research angles and opportunities. In addition,
almost none of us had been to the Gold Coast, so we readily agreed
with our lecturer’s suggestion.
Most of us thought we knew Australia well, so we were not expecting
much excitement during our visit. As it turned out we had quite an
experience. During the eight-day trip, we visited many hospitality
facilities and establishments, including three theme parks, different
types of tourist accommodation, hiking trails, a wildlife sanctuary,
casinos and convention centres. We also visited the Gold Coast
campus of Grifﬁth University and were given a free day to
conduct our own research.
My research involved studying the interrelationship between
the destination image of Nimbin, a village located near Byron Bay in
northern New South Wales, and the famous marijuana MardiGrass Festival.
I visited Nimbin and even had a chance to interview the event’s organiser. It
was certainly a memorable experience being able to observe an alternative
lifestyle and meet very different people.
One incident symbolises how we all beneﬁted from the trip. When the
class was bushwalking at Binna Burra a huge tree, blown over in a
thunderstorm the night before, was blocking the trail. Rather than turn back we helped
each other to climb over the trunk, and later to cross a stream, in the true sprit of cooperation.
Gloria Chan
(second from right)
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My classmates would agree with me that the trip exceeded our expectations in every way. We had a
wonderful time visiting the Gold Coast and its hinterland – it was like a graduation trip summarising
what we had learned throughout the course. Both as a learning tour and a leisure trip, our time in
Australia is a collective memory that we will cherish.

Student Activities

Proactive Voices
T

he SHTM’s students are always proactive in seeking challenges, whether in
organising events or making the most of their placements. In this issue Ms
Wayne Fong describes the agenda of the current SHTM Student Association
executive committee, Starlight, and Ms Sarah Wang reports on her longoing
internship in Madrid.

Starlight to Shine

UNWTO Learning Experience

The ﬁfth session of the SHTM Student Association has
ofﬁcially commenced for the 2009-10 academic year. As
president and head of the Starlight executive committee,
I am determined to ensure that the year is enjoyable. All
10 members of Starlight are excited to be welcoming
new students to the SHTM and into the ranks of our
Association.

My internship at the United Nations World Tourism
Organisation has really been a special experience. I ﬁnd
myself learning different things every day. Since I arrived
here in Madrid during March I have been assisting with
different events, and learning how to communicate and
work with different people from various countries and
organisations, through which I am opening my mind to
appreciate diversity and cooperation.

This year, we will be bringing together new and current
members through organised functions to form a close,
family-like group. We have already planned a variety of
functions for our members to enjoy, and are eager for any
feedback and suggestions. Above all, we are excited about
the 2009-2010 academic year and hope to see you along
the way!

Ms Sarah Wang (right) at a UNWTO meeting

Amongst other signiﬁcant duties, I have been responsible
for two events that will take place this month: the ﬁfth
UNWTO Conference on Destination Management
in Hangzhou and the UNWTO-Hangzhou Training
Programme on Tourism Marketing in Madrid. As an
intern, I feel thankful for the trust of my supervisor and for
being given great responsibility.
Ms Wayne Fong (front row middle) and members of Starlight

Another way in which I have learned is through
experiencing life in Madrid, with its many different
cultures. I very much appreciate this opportunity to work
and live in another country, and I am looking forward to
even more challenges ahead.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Elite of the Elite

Student Achievers Rewarded

A

n Elite of the Elite presentation ceremony
was held on 27 March 2009 at the
Millennium Training Restaurant for recipients
of the SHTM Academic Achievement Award.
Forty-nine students who achieved GPAs of
3.7 or above during Semester One 2008/09
received the award.
The SHTM would like to extend its heartiest
congratulations to the following students.

BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management
AU Hiu-kwan

BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management
CHAN Wing-yee

LAM Kam-suen

CHUN Sin-hang

LEE Yuk-ho

HENZE Veronika

LEUNG Mei-wun

KWAN Wing-ki

LI Hiu Ting

KWOK Ka-yan

MOK Yuen-wah Chloe

LAW Wai-ming

SHUM Long-kwan

LEI Elkie

WONG Ho-yan

NG Ka-yan

WONG Hong-yi Terri

NG Tin-yan Joyce

WONG Yuen-kwan

TAN Xiao
YEUNG Yee-kei

CHAN Kwok-yee Gloria
DING Fei-fei
FUNG Kin-ho

BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management (Conversion)

Higher Diploma in
Tourism Management
AU Ting-chi
CHAN Lok-man

GU Tian-ming

CHAN Ka-yee

LAU Man-ting Mandy

HO On-yi

FONG Shuk-kwan

LAU Po-ngan

LIANG Ying-hui

LUNG Sum-yee

LEE Wai-yin

LIU Xuemeng

TANG Ka-lee

TANG Yi-ka

NG Shuk-mei

YIP Ling-ling

YEUNG Shuk-ting
YIP Che-wai

PENG Xia-xi
WANG Cong
YEUNG Chun-fa
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Higher Diploma in
Hotel Management

BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management (Conversion)

ZENG Xi

LAM Miu-chun

ZHANG Tana

LUI Chun-man

2009 Mentorship Programme

Thanks Go to Student Mentors

P

olyU’s Four Seas Chinese
Restaurant hosted the
ﬁrst meeting between SHTM
mentors and their student
mentees in February 2009. With
70 mentors recruited from the hospitality and tourism
industry, 43 mentors and 73 students attended the event.
The mentors and mentees will maintain regular contact
over the coming months to achieve the learning objectives
they have agreed on this year.

students have participated in the
programme over the past seven years, receiving
useful advice and guidance for their future careers.

The SHTM Mentorship Programme was established in
2002, and has since worked to break the invisible barrier
between industry leaders and students. Nearly 800 SHTM

The SHTM would like to extend its heartfelt thanks to the
following mentors recruited in 2009 for their participation
and support.

SHTM Student Mentors 2009
01

CHAN Patrick, Assistant Training Manager
– Renaissance Harbour View Hotel Hong Kong

12

CHOW Kelvin, Front Ofﬁce Manager – Hyatt
Regency Hong Kong, Shatin

02

CHAN Stella, Assistant Learning and Development
Manager – Cathay Paciﬁc Airways

13

CHU Kap-ning, General Manager – Yik Tak Travel
Service

03

CHAN Teli, Assistant Manager – Grand Hyatt Hong
Kong

14

CHUNG Kan, General Manager – The Harbourview

15

04

CHANG Kate, Director of Business Development
– Kowloon Shangri–La Hotel

CHUNG Melody, Sales Manager – JW Marriott Hotel
Hong Kong

16

05

CHAU Carie, Manager, Global Sales – Starwood Asia
Paciﬁc Hotels and Resorts Pte Ltd

DAVIS Lincoln, Director of Quality Management
– InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

17

06

CHENG Adam, Director of Sales – Courtyard by
Marriott Hong Kong

DI CICCO Tina, Director of Communications
– InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

18

07

CHENG Simon, Director of Sales and Marketing
– Wynn Resorts (Macau) SA

DRUMMOND John, Director of Food and Beverage
– InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

19

08

CHENG Mazy, Director of Human Resources
– InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

FUNG Chloe, Assistant Training Manager – Marco
Polo Hotels

20

09

CHEUNG Nancy, Assistant Director of Sales
– Renaissance Harbour View Hotel Hong Kong

FUNG Peggy, Assistant Human Resources Manager
– The Royal Garden

21

10

CHEUNG Ponnie, Executive Assistant Manager
(Sales and Marketing) – The Harbourview

FUNG Roger, General Manager – Meritus Mandarin
Haikou

22

FUNG Ken, Hotel Manager – The HarbourView Place

11

CHOU Eric, In-ﬂight Manager
– Cathay Paciﬁc Airways

23

HARRIS Jackie, Director – Charlotte Travel
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2009 Mentorship Programme
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SHTM Student Mentors 2009 (continued)
24

HO Ronald, Director of Finance – Hong Kong SkyCity
Marriott Hotel

47

RONAN Jeff, Project Manager – Bluebell Hong Kong

25

IEONG, David, Deputy Managing Director – Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

48

SHAM Signory, Personnel Manager – Royal Plaza
Hotel

26

LEE Alan, General Manager – EGL Tours

49

SHEK Jason, Regional Director (Sales and Marketing,
Yunnan, China) – Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts

27

LEE Leo, General Manager and Owner
Representative, Stanford Hotels International

50

SIU Raymond, Executive Assistant Manager
(Sales and Marketing) – The Charterhouse Hotel

28

LEE Sarria, Head of Human Resources
– SSP Asia Paciﬁc

51

TAM Franco, Associate Director – Global
Management Consultancy

29

LEE Wilson, Director of Marketing, Asia Paciﬁc
– Hyatt Hotels and Resorts

52

TAM Tommy, Managing Director – Arrow Travel
Agency

30

LEE-MULLER Monica, Deputy Managing Director
– Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

53

TAM Warren, General Manager – EAST, Hong Kong

54

31

LEUNG Cynthia, Assistant General Manager
– LSG Catering China

THEOBALD Ted, Area Director – Park Lane Hotels
International

55

32

LEUNG Cynthia, General Manager – Hong Kong
Tourism Board

TOO Maria Alicia, Hotel Manager
– The Excelsior Hotel

56

33

LEUNG Fred, General Manager – HKYWCA
(Hotels and Residences)

TSANG Chester, Head of Management Training and
Development – MTR

57

34

LEUNG Paul, Managing Director – Holiday World
Tours

TSANG May, General Manager – The Peak Tower
and Peak Tramways

58

35

LI Ada, Assistant Manager (Marketing and Public
Relations) – Sir Hudson International

TSE Daniel, Food and Beverage Manager – The Park
Lane Hong Kong

59

36

LI David, Senior Operations Manager – Maxim’s
Caterers

TSE Gottfrid, Front Ofﬁce Manager –
InterContinental Grand Stanford Hong Kong

60

37

LI Wallace, General Manager (Racecourse Catering
Operations) – Hong Kong Jockey Club

TSE Jason, Training Manager – Hong Kong Airport
Services

61

38

LING Eric, Training and Development Manager
– Swire Properties

TSUI Winﬁeld Steven, Assistant Manager,
Front Ofﬁce – The Excelsior, Hong Kong

62

39

MA Andrew, Account Director – Hong Kong SkyCity
Marriott Hotel

WAI Kenneth, Area Director of Human Resources
– Island Shangri-La Hong Kong

63

40

MAK Sherine, Training Manager – Marco Polo Hotels

WONG Christine, Director of Human Resources
– Renaissance Kowloon Hotel

41

MO Jerry, Deputy General Manager
– The Clearwater Bay Golf and Country Club

64

WONG Michael, Manager, Passenger Services
– Hong Kong Airport Services

42

MÜLLER Michael, Resident Manager – Renaissance
Harbour View Hotel Hong Kong

65

WONG Perry, Sales and Marketing Manager
– The Peak Tower and Peak Tramways

43

NG Candy, Operations Manager – The Langham
Hotels and Resorts

66

WU Alex, General Manager – The Cityview

67

44

OR Vincent, Total Quality Manager – Eaton Hotel,
Hong Kong

YAU Brenda, General Manager – Coastal
International Exhibition

68

45

PARK Patrick, Front Ofﬁce Manager – Marco Polo
Hongkong Hotel

YEUNG Ricky, Front Ofﬁce Manager – Hong Kong
Disneyland Hotel

69

46

PECH Xavier, General Manager – Hyatt Regency
Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui

YIP Yvonne, Assistant Manager (Training)
– Cathay Paciﬁc Airways

70

YU Rachel, Business Tourism Executive, Asia
– Tourism Australia
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A Slice of Alumni Life

R

elaxation, networking and the thrill of winning – these are
just some of the beneﬁts that members of the SHTM
Alumni Association can enjoy. In recent months members
have met at a private club, experienced the excitement of
horseracing and attended PolyU’s annual Alumni Reunion
Dinner.

PolyU President, Professor Timothy Tong
(second row, fourth from left), with
alumni and their families

The Happiest Hours
The Alumni Association hosted a very well attended happy
hour gathering at the Helena May, a prestigious private
club in one of Central’s distinctive colonial heritage
buildings. About 100 participants gathered on 22 May,
with attendees representing a broad spectrum of enterprises
in the tourism and hospitality industries. Alumni members,
industry partners and faculty members enjoyed relaxing
happy hours after work, taking the opportunity to expand
their networks.

Delight at Alumni
Reunion Dinner
The SHTM sponsored a table for 12 of its graduates from
1982 to 2002 to attend the PolyU Alumni Reunion Dinner
on 20 June. Organised by PolyU’s Alumni Affairs and
Development Ofﬁce and the Federation of PolyU Alumni
Associations, the dinner was hosted by PolyU President,
Professor Timothy Tong, to celebrate the 10th, 15th, 20th
and 25th anniversaries of graduation.
A feature of the night for the SHTM Alumni Association
participants was a group photo with PolyU’s President
Professor Tong. As an added delight, Association member
Maggie Ng, who is also an Executive Ofﬁcer at the SHTM,
won the event’s grand prize of an Oceanview Stateroom for
two people aboard the SuperStar Aquarius for a one-night
cruise.

Horseracing Thrills
Association members experienced the thrill
of horseracing at the Hong Kong Jockey
Club’s Sha Tin Racecourse on 13 June. In
the luxury of a private box in the Member’s
Enclosure on an exceptional sunny day, 34
participants enjoyed a sumptuous buffet
and soaked up the exciting atmosphere
of weekend racing. There were even a
number of lucky winners on the day!
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Alum-notes
1980s
Mr Victor Chan HD 1985 is General Manager of the Kowloon Hotel, and has held
management positions in companies such as Hilton, Marriott and Regent. Prior to
joining the Kowloon Hotel in early 2009, Victor was the Hotel Manager of the Royal
Paciﬁc Hotel and Towers in Tsim Sha Tsui.

1990s
Mr Sammy Lee HD 1994 is Group Project Manager – Food and Beverage, Regal
Hotels International/EAM-F&B, at the Regal Hongkong Hotel in Causeway Bay.
Ms Mabel Lam BA(Hons) 1996 is Sales Manager of Adsfactor, the online advertising
subsidiary of Pixel Media. Before joining Adsfactor in February she worked at a ﬁnancial
printing house and has a decade of experience in advertising sales.
Ms Marilyn Tham BA(Hons) 1996 is Manager, Product Marketing of the Hong
Kong Tourism Board.
Mr Kaivin Ng BA 1999, MSc 2003 is General Manager of Express by Holiday Inn
in Causeway Bay.

2000s
Ms Christina Lam MSc 2004 is Director of Sales at China World Summit Wing in
Beijing, a new deluxe hotel in the nation’s capital.
Ms Anna Cheng BA 2006 is Training Manager at the Hyatt Regency Hong Kong
in Tsim Sha Tsui. Having completed a one-year internship at the Grand Hyatt Hong
Kong during her studies at the SHTM, she decided to specialise in human resources
management before promotion to her current position in October 2008.
Ms Mabel Wong BA(Hons) 2006 is a Project Ofﬁcer at the Hotel Division of the
Sun Hung Kai Real Estate Agency. She is currently participating in hotel development/
renovation projects in Hong Kong and mainland China.
Ms Christy Tang HD 2007, BSc 2009 is a Tourism and Hospitality Teacher at Lee
Shau Kee College in Tin Shui Wai. She previously worked as a Research Assistant at
the SHTM.
Mr Sherman Chan BSc 2007 is Assistant Sales Manager – Commercial at the Regal
Kowloon Hotel.
Ms Berro Chan BSc 2008 is a Whatever/Whenever Agent at W Hong Kong Hotel in
Kowloon. She provides one-stop service for guests, enjoys the challenges they present
and is obtaining a very clear picture of the hotel’s operations.
Ms Jenny Hui BSc 2008 is Assistant Manager of the Federation of Hong Kong Hotel
Owners.
Ms Livia Chai BSc 2008 is an Ofﬁcer of the Macau Government Tourist Ofﬁce
Representative in Hong Kong. She is responsible for MICE promotion in the Hong
Kong market and public relations events.
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Professor-for-a-Day Scheme

Thanks to Our Professors for a Day
The SHTM offers its heartfelt appreciation to the distinguished professionals
who recently served as professors for a day.
Guest

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Gerhard AICHER

General Manager, Le Meridien Cyberport

Strategic Hotel Management

Mr Asif BAJWA and
Ms Patsy CHEUNG

Director of Food and Beverage, Renaissance Kowloon Hotel;
Sales and Marketing Manager, Mortons ‘The Steakhouse’

Customer Loyalty, CSR, Improving
Performance

Mr Antonio CHAN

Chief Engineer, Hong Kong Disneyland Resort Hotel

Environmental Management for Hotels

Ms Jasmine CHAN

Manager, Hong Kong Olympic Village

Beijing Olympic Game
Event Organisation – Olympics 2008 in Hong
Kong

Mr John CHAN

Sales Manager, MICROS-Fidelio Hong Kong/Macau

Restaurant Management Systems: Today and
Tomorrow

Ms Rainy CHAN

General Manager, Peninsula Hong Kong

The Success of Peninsula Hong Kong

Mr Dane CHENG

General Manager, Corporate Communication, Cathay Paciﬁc
Airways

Changing Landscape of the Airline Business

Ms Yvonne CHENG

Director of Finance, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong – Tsim Sha Tsui

Emerging Role of a Hotel Director of Finance

Ms Diana CHIK

Director of Human Resources, Langham Hotels International

The Trend of Staff Development and Training
in a Chained Hotel Group

Ms Cherry CHU

Manager, Hong Kong Disneyland

Retailing and Merchandising

Mr Jens CORDER

Resident Manager, Kowloon Shangri-La Hong Kong

Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainability

Ms Perveen CRAWFORD

Director, Organic Vision Ltd

Space Tourism: Challenges and Change

Mr Andy CURTIS

Food and Beverage Manager, The Luxemanor

Customer Trust and Loyalty; Corporate Social
Responsibility

Mr Howard ENG

Airport Management Director, Hong Kong Airport Authority

Airport Service Performance

Mr Jor FAN

Environmental Management System Manager, Langham Place,
Mongkok

Implementing Green Facilities in a Hotel:
Opportunities and Challenges, with LPMK as
Case Study

Mr Gary FUNG

General Manager, Courtyard by Marriott

Managing HR in Marriott

Mr Vincent FUNG

Assistant Commissioner for Tourism, Tourism Commission,
HKSAR

An Overview of Hong Kong’s Tourism
Development

Mr Jerry GELSOMINO

Marketing Consultant and Brand Coach, FutureBest

Clear Vision Audit

Ms Helen GREENE

Director of Spa, Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

Mr Ernie HILLENBRAND

International Customer Service Manager, Philadelphia
International Airport

Airline Scheduling: Crew Time Limit and
Employee Agreement and Regulations

Mr Mason HUNG

Manager, Hong Kong Tourism Board

Event Management

Ms Cathleen JIAO

Training Manager, Shangri-La Hotel, Xian

Hotel Training and Development and Quality
Customer Service

Mr Byron KO

Resident Manager, Panda Hotel

Hotel Renovation: Opportunities and
Challenges

Mr Lee LANSELLE

US Theme Park Consultant

Licensing Theme Park Designs and Adapting
Designs in New Markets

Mr Raymond W.K. LAU

Human Resources Manager, Group HR and Administration
Department, Miramar Hotel and Investment

How Can You Get a Job Easily in the Tourism
and Hospitality Industry?

Mr Philip LEE

Chief (Training and Safety), Air Trafﬁc Management Division,
Civil Aviation Department

Airport Capacity
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Guest

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Elvis C. LEUNG

Assistant General Manager and Director of Marketing, Tai Fung
Coach

Tourist Coach Transport Service and
Management in Hong Kong

Mr Joseph LEUNG

Revenue Director, Ocean Park

Theme Park Retailing and Merchandising

Mr Ricky LEUNG

General Manager, Technical Services, Hong Kong International
Airport

Airside Operations

Mr Peter LOWE

Vice President, Hotel, Sports and Recreation Operations, Hong
Kong Disneyland

Disney Differences – Coping with Change but
Being True to the Brand

Mr James LU

Executive Director, Hong Kong Hotels Association

Tourism Impact on Income and Employment

Professor Anna MATTILA

School of Hospitality Management, Penn State University

Recent Research in Innovation

Mr Darrel METZGER

Senior Vice President, Cotai Services, The Venetian, Macao

Responding Strategically to the Financial
Tsunami – Perspectives from a Marketing and
Human Resources Viewpoint

Dr Maria MOYAGOETSCH

Consul General of Austria, Austrian Consulate General Hong
Kong

Austrian Tourism Development and the Role of
Consulates and Embassies

Ms Lily NG

Senior Vice President, Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels

Strategic Management in the Hotel Industry

Mr Paul NG

Director of Human Resources, W Hotel Hong Kong

Managing HR in W Hotels

Mrs Tammy NG

Head of Human Resources, EGL Tours

Career Development in the Tourism Industry

Mr Wee Kee NG

Director of Corporate Loyalty and Partnership Marketing,
Shangri-La Hotels

Shangri-La CRM Strategies

Mr Paul PEI

Director of Sales and Marketing, Ocean Park

Special Events at Theme Parks

Mr Clement POON

Vice President, Finance, Jinjiang International Hotel
Management

Hotel Managers under Financial Crisis

Mr Paul ROA and
Ms Louise LAO

Director of Corporate Quality Assurance; Director of Quality
and Performance Improvement; Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts

Shangri-La’s Service Quality Program

Mr Jason SHEK

Regional Director – Sales and Marketing, Yunnan, China,
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts

A New Way to Marketing Success – by Your
Six Ps

Mr Leen How SOH

Director, Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart

Hotel Design: Strategies and Trends

Ms Rosemary TAM

Human Resources Manager, Le Meridien Cyberport

Strategic Human Resource Management

Mr S.T. TAN

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, Asia Airfreight Terminal (AAT)

Cargo Handling

Mr James TONG

General Manager, Sales, Pearl River Delta and Hong Kong

Airport Development in Pearl River Delta

Ms Polly WAN

Marketing Executive, Tourism Victoria

Strategic Issues in the Development of
Australia’s Tourism Industry

Ms Ling WANG

Director of Human Resources, Pavilion Hotel, Shenzhen

Human Resources Management: The case of
Pavilion Hotel

Mr Richard WILLIS

Senior Advisor, Kuoni Travel (China)

Selling a Cruise Product

Ms Ellen WONG

Area Director, Singapore Tourism Board

Current and Strategic Issues in Singapore’s
Tourism Development

Mr Jason WONG

Director, Hong Thai Travel Services

Marketing Strategies – Case of Hong Thai
Travel

Mr Lawrence WONG

Executive Housekeeper, Langham Place Hotel, Hong Kong

How to Maintain Quality Service in
Housekeeping Department

Mr Sonny WONG Wai
Kwong

General Manager, Operation, Hong Kong Airport Services Ltd

Landside Operation

Ms Zoe WU

Director, Horwath HTL

Hotel Development Strategies in China

Mr Wilkins YEUNG

Director of Business Development, MICROS-Fidelio Hong
Kong/Macau Ltd

Property Management System (PMS) Today
and Tomorrow

Mr William YEUNG

Deputy Director, Aviation Security Academy

Aviation Security Management

Mr Dick YIP

Senior Training Consultant, LMI Academy

Business Innovation

Mr Haihua YU

Director of Development, New Century Hotel Group

Innovations in Hotel Management Strategies
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Date

Event

Organiser(s)

Contact(s)

11 Nov
2009

SHTM Graduation Ceremony

SHTM

Maggie Ng
Email: hmmaggie@polyu.edu.hk

15-17 Nov
2009

The Third UNWTO/PATA
Forum on Tourism Trends
and Outlook, Guilin, China

UNWTO, PATA,
SHTM and Guilin
Tourism Bureau

Honggen Xiao
Email: hmhgxiao@polyu.edu.hk

25 Jan to
6 Feb 2010

The Eighth Hong Kong
PolyU Winter School

SHTM and the Hong
Tony Tse
Kong Hotels Association Email: hmttse@polyu.edu.hk

7-9 Jan
2010

Annual Graduate Education
and Graduate Students
Research Conference in
Hospitality and Tourism,
Virginia, USA

Virginia Tech and
Penn State University

Anna Mattila
Email: asm6@psu.edu

4-6 March
2010

International Convention and
Expo Summit 2010, Singapore

SHTM and the
University of Nevada,
Las Vegas (Singapore
Campus)

Andy Nazarechuk
Email: Dr.Andy@unlv.edu.sg

24 March
2010

SHTM Career Day

SHTM

Tony Tse
Email: hmttse@polyu.edu.hk

April
2010

SHTM Industry Appreciation
Dinner

SHTM

Pauline Ngan
Email: hmpn@polyu.edu.hk

7-9 May
2010

Asia Tourism Forum 9th
Biennial Conference on Tourism
and Hospitality Industry in Asia:
Development, Marketing and
Sustainability, Hualien, Taiwan

Taiwan Hospitality &
Tourism College
and SHTM

Ming-huei Lee
Email: mhlee@mail.tht.edu.tw
Kaye Chon
Email: hmkchon@polyu.edu.hk
Website: http://atf2010.tht.edu.tw/

3-6 June
2010

Asia Paciﬁc CHRIE
(APacCHRIE) Annual
Conference, Bangkok, Thailand

Prince of Songkla
University

Manat Chaisawat
Email: manat@phuket.psu.ac.th

6-8 July
2010

The Ninth Asia Paciﬁc Forum
for Graduate Students’ Research
in Tourism, Beppu, Japan

Ritsumeikan Asia
Paciﬁc University

Malcolm Cooper
Email: cooperm@apu.ac.jp

13-16 July
2010

16th APTA Annual Conference,
Macau SAR, China

Asia Paciﬁc Tourism
Association (APTA)

Yeong-hyeon Hwang
Email: dryeong@dau.ac.kr
Website: www.apta.asia
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Executive Development Programme in Hospitality

8th Hong Kong PolyU
Winter School

25 January – 6 February 2010

I

t’s a fast-paced world we work in. To stay ahead, it is essential that professionals within the
hospitality industry continuously strive to upgrade and improve their skills and broaden
their knowledge. To this end, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University’s School of Hotel and
Tourism Management has developed the Hong Kong PolyU Winter School to cater to the
needs of the senior hospitality industry managers. The 8th Hong Kong PolyU Winter School
will be held on 25 January to 6 February 2010.

The Hong Kong PolyU Winter School will offer six in-depth modules which are relevant to
the changing business environment, practical in substance, and interactive in nature. The
modules will use cutting-edge research and management tools to equip you for the future.
Date
25 – 26 Jan
27 – 28 Jan
29 – 30 Jan
1 – 2 Feb
3 – 4 Feb
5 – 6 Feb

Modules
Service Quality Management and Strategies
Hospitality Design and Hotel Renovation Strategies
Financial Management and Investment Strategies
Revenue Management in Hotel and Travel Industry
Strategic Sales and Marketing Management
Human Resources Leadership in Changing Times

Instructors
Prof Kaye Chon
Ms Ariane Steinbeck
Dr Qu Xiao
Dr Basak Denizci
Dr David Jones
Dr Thomas A. Maier

The Hong Kong PolyU Winter School is an annual programme, and participants who
successfully complete each module in the programme will receive a Hong Kong PolyU
Winter School Certiﬁcate. Participants who successfully complete six different modules
over a maximum of three-year period will receive an Advanced Certiﬁcate in Hospitality
Management issued by The Hong Kong Polytechnic University’s School of Hotel and Tourism
Management.
Enquiries:
Miss Flora Ng, Programme Ofﬁcer
School of Hotel & Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Co-organised by :

Tel
: +852 3400-2635
Fax : +852 2356-1390
E-mail : hmfn@polyu.edu.hk
Sponsored by :

